
Physics III

031
?9lLLl 2OL7 8.3O AM - 11.3O AM

ADVANCED LEVEL NATIONAL EXAMINATIONS, 2At7

SUB. ECT: PHYSICS

PAPER III: PRACTICAL PHYSICS

COMBINATIONS:
- PHYSICS-CHEMISTRY-BIOLOGY (PCB|

- PHYSICS-CHEMISTRY-MATHEMATICS (PCM)

- MATHEMATICS-PHYSICS-GEOGRAPHY (MPGI

- MATHEMATICS-PHYSICS-COMPUTER SCIENCE (MPC!

- PHYSICS-ECONOMTCS-MATHEMATICS (PEMI

DURATION: 1 Hour 3O minutes

INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Write your names and index number on the answer booklet cover
in the space provided as written on your registration form
and DO NOT write your names and index number on additional
answer sheets of paper if provided.

2. Do not open this question paper until you are told to do so.

3. This paper consists of one compulsory question. (4O marksl
4. You may use a non-programmable calculator, geometric set

and a ruler 30 cm long.
5. A11 answers should be written in the answer booklet provided.

6. Remove the mass from the spring when you are recording the

experimental data/ results.
7. Use only a blue or black pen and pencil.
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all questions l4O marksf

experiment you will determine the force constAiit K of the steel spring

ed.

rtus required:

1 stop clock,

steel spring,
' ':'ilr':r'1.

masses of 20 g each,mass hanger of 2O g and 9 slotted

retort stand set (lretortffid, lretort clamp, lbase and lboss.h 1,

mathematical set,

ruler 3O cm long

(a) ttach the spring$rovided on tlre retort clamp aqi,qhg$@,below in
- 'r "i.:. l

Figure 1

cm with 2 decimal places. {1natk}
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(c) $uspend a mass m=100 g (lmass hanger and 4 slotted masses
of 20 g each) from the spring as shown in figure 2.

Figure 2

(d) Measure the actual length L of the spring in cm with 2
:

decimal places.

(e) Compute the physical quantiW o = nS 
where g = 9.81

L_ Lo

(lmark!

N/kg. (2markst

(16marksf

(l2marksf

(Smarks|

(f) full the rnass vertically downwards through a small distance

({.bout 2 cm) and release it to oscillate freely.

(g) Use a stop clock to determine the time, t, with 2 decimal places

for 20 oscillations.

(h) Find the time, T, with 2 decimal places, for one bscillation.

(i) Repeat the procedures (c), (0, (g) and (h) for values of
nt=12O, l4O, 160,18O and 2OO g.

0) Tabulate your results including values of m, t, T,T'

(k) Plot a graph of T' (vertical axis) against m (horizontal axis).

Please draw the best fit straight line.

(1) Find the slope, p, of the graph.
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i'tfre forci constant:K of'.thC spriiig

o =o'',K

the same or not the same, then compare the results obtained

that'the physical quantities calctilated.in {e) and,in {m}

make a conclusion.
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